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Spend 45minutes on this paper.

It is worth 45 marks. Each question is worth one mark.

This paper includes 8 pages including front cover.
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In these questions, one letter can be moved from the first word to the second word to make two new words. 
All the other letters must remain in the same order and both new words must make sense. 

Find the letter that moves and write the two new words on the lines provided

EXAMPLE: cart        fog        →                                                        

1. drag        rain        →                                                        

2. cast        tar        →                                                        

3. share        tare        →                                                        

4. flow        ate        →                                                        

5. toil       car        →                                                        

6. stay        ray        →                                                        

7. tail        ear        →                                                        

8. trouble        star        →                                                        

In each question below, find the three letter word that can be inserted into the word in capitals to  
complete the sentence in the most sensible way. Write the three -letter word on the line provided.

EXAMPLE: O                      GE is his favourite colour

9. Before I go to school I must iron my C                      HES

10. During my lessons I must always bring my                      CILS

11. Before I go to work I always drink a cup of COF                     

12. Local authorities complained that they lacked RES                      CES

13. When you enter the class you must greet the                      CHER

14. When we went to the party there were a lot of BAL                      NS

15. One of the instruments we learn is the GUI                      

16. When I went to the library there was a LAP                      I could use

RAN

cat frog
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39.

A. B. C. D.

YXX YXY XXY XYX YXX

40.

A. B. C. D.

One of the figures in each row does not belong with the others.  
Circle the letter below the figure that is the odd one out.

41.

A. B. C. D. E.

42.

A. B. C. D. E.

43.

A. B. C. D. E.


